
Hello conference.  I am here to talk to you about what I do when I’m not volunteering with WEP. 

Playing videogames.  I’d like to start by shattering your preconceptions.  

According to the most recent and comprehensive study of UK residents and their pastimes the average 

age of a video game plater is 43 years old.  A quarter of all players are aged 56 or older.  Women are 

more likely to play games than men.  People who play games are more likely to consume culture, 

read, paint, attend performances, go to libraries. People who played games growing up were more 

likely to obtain better educational qualifications.  

Despite all of this, there is a history of video games using the exploitation of women as a selling point 

to appeal to its allegedly key demographic of young men. The most famous example was produced by 

a British company, Rockstar North. In the infamous Grand Theft Auto series players could have sex 

with a prostitute then murder her to take their money back – casually and for fun.  Sex or naked 

women are often provided as rewards in games, casually and without thought for the consequences2.  

Not only does promote a misogynistic narrative to young men but it is also based on a fallacy since 

the research shows that those playing video games are actually older and female. 

The biggest vendor of video games online, Valve, recently issued a statement in which they said, 

“We've decided that the right approach is to allow everything onto the Steam Store, except for things 

that we decide are illegal, or straight up trolling.”4. This refusal to engage with the moral questions a 

games vendor must face is the rationale for the first part of this motion.  Violence against women can 

never be used as a selling point for a game and must be fought at every turn.  

Steam is the main place to obtain PC based games.  It provides a platform for publishers from small to 

large and houses thousands of games.  Go on there and search for solitaire – what will come up?  A 

game called Delicious Pretty Girls Mahjong Solitaire. A series of unrealistic manga style young girls 

are hidden under card puzzles and your reward for completing those puzzles is to see the cartoon 

depictions of naked women.  You can explore the rest of the utterly objectionable content on Steam, 

such as the “Keyhole Spy” series which is exactly as it sounds and includes a special “student girls” 

edition. Most of the games involved manga style art – further adding to the hypersexualisation of 

Asian women. Some still involve real images of women though such as “Happy Together” described 

as “a live action real-actress-recorded dating game. In the game, players will develop romantic stories 

with multiple female characters. You get to decide with whom to enter into a relationship in the end. 

It is a must-have training program for dating and picking up girls in real life.”   Since the screen shots 

involve a grown woman standing in a bathroom wearing a mock school uniform with her hair in 

bunches I have to disagree with it being a must have training program for real life. 

It is these sort of games and this sort of culture that is directly feeding some of the darkest parts of 

misogyny on the internet. Sadly now a wider audience is familiar with the incel movement after four 

mass killings that resulted in the death of forty five people.  

 

The second part of the motion addresses this by looking at the woefully low figures of women 

working in computer games.  Only 14% of UK games industry professionals were women in 2016 

according to their own trade association figures3. As is already interwoven throughout our media 

policy, when you improve diversity at the top and in the creative side of an industry, you improve the 

diversity of the media that is produced.  We therefore demand that TIGA and the game developers in 

the UK, take active steps to improve their record on diversity, their inclusion of women at all levels of 

the industry and ensure women, people of colour, LGBTQ community and people with disabilities 

make up as much of a force within the gaming industry professionals as they are players.  

For WE to ensure equal media representation WE must include video games in our media policy.  


